Facial Care
£40

Express Dermaplaning

Treatment includes a deep facial cleanse, dermaplaning & the application
of replenishing facial products assessed on your skin type.
£65

Delux Dermaplaning

Treatment includes a full and replenishing facial, dermaplaning &
a relaxing head massage. The full facial M.O.T!
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Massage
From time to time we all need a little ‘me’ time, and our massage therapists can offer you just that! We understand the importance of making
your massage just right for you so, we have a few different types below.
However, if you’d like something specific, e.g you’d like us to focus on
a certain area, or a couple of areas only, be sure to select our custom
massage and we’ll ensure you get exactly what your body needs!
Hot stone back massage (25mins)
Hot stone full body massage (55mins)
Back neck and shoulder massage (25mins)
Full body massage (55mins)
Custom massage
(25mins) £30

£38
£65
£32
£50
(55mins) £55

Price List

Spray Tanning
We are very proud to offer the world famous and celebrity acclaimed
FAKEBAKE tanning products here at Nailco Beauty Bar. Our tans promise
to give you that beautiful, flawless natural tan you seek, every time!
We have two types of tan for you to choose from;
Option number one is FAKEBAKE’S traditional spray tan. It develops overnight /
an 8 hour period and we have a variety of shades for you to choose from.
We also offer the ‘60 Minute Tan’ which contains cutting edge accelerators meaning it can be washed off after only 1 hour! These unique
ingredients are activated when water hits the skin so the shade continues
to darken even after washing it off.
Our therapists will discuss your desired look and shade pre-tan and we
promise you will leave glowing!
Upper body Fake bake spray tan
Lower body Fake bake spray tan
Full body FAKEBAKE tan

£20
£15
£30

TEL: 01224 596600
www.nailconailbar.com
Nailco Nail Bar Aberdeen
@nailcoaberdeen
409 Union Street, Aberdeen, AB11 6DA

Wax Bar
The use of hot wax allows the removal of hair as short at 1mm! Hot wax
has a reputation as the ‘pain free wax’ and guarantees a smooth and
superior result like no other. Trust us, you’ll love this!
Lip
Chin
Eyebrows
Underarms
Arms
Half leg
Full leg
Standard Bikini
Brazilian
Californian
Playboy
Hollywood

£8
£10
£12
£15
£18
£20
£30
£20
£28
£30
£34
£38

** For any other areas please enquire.

£8
£12
£30
£30

£10

Eyelash tint

£15

Lash lift

£45

Our Lash lift includes a lash tint to make your eyes pop! The treatment
lasts around 6 weeks with no maintenance required. It will lengthen
and lift your own lashes from the root creating a natural looking curl.
This treatment is great for those with long, straight, natural lashes and is
designed to make your eyes stand out without the addition of extensions.

Eyebrow tint

£10

Eyebrow wax

£12

Beauty bar brows

£25

Includes wax/tint/trim/tweeze/tidy.

£11

Brow Lamination

£50

The new kid on the block! The best way to describe Brow Lamination
is ‘a lash lift for your brows!’ This revolutionary new treatment involves
straightening eyebrow hairs via a chemical process which allows us to
fix the hairs into a uniformed direction to create the shape and style
you desire.

We stock luxury strip eyelashes in salon which we will apply free of
charge when bought from us. We can also apply your own lashes
for £6. Think Saturday night glam in an instant!
Classic Individual Faux-Mink Eyelash Extensions are a beautiful way
to enhance your natural lashes. A carefully selected extension is attached
to one single natural eyelash resulting in a flawless mascara-look.
Russian Volume Extensions’ describes a technique where 2-6
super-fine extensions are fanned and applied to one single eyelash.
This treatment is perfect for those who are looking for extra volume
and fullness in their lashes! But don’t worry, if natural is your thing?
We can apply the lashes to give your eyes a fuller yet subtle feel.

from £35

Removal

£29

‘Henna brows’ are a form of eyebrow tinting that is used to naturally
define the skin beneath the brow hairs. This definition casts a shadow
& creates an illusion of depth and fullness in the area, visually filling in
any gaps. This treatment is great for those looking for a longer lasting
result and a pair of beautiful looking brows.

Patch testing required 24 hours prior to all lash bar treatments.

Russian volume extensions

Infills (up to 3 weeks)

Henna brows

Lash Bar

Classic individual lash extensions

The effect created with Hybrid application gives a real textured look making
this treatment an ideal choice for those who are used to wearing Classic
Individual Lash Extensions but want that little bit more from their set.

Patch testing required 24 hours prior to all brow bar treatments.

** For any other areas please enquire.

Strip lash application

Hybrid Lashes combine the application of Individual Lash Extensions
and Russian Volume Lash Extensions to give you that extra WOW!

Brow Bar

Male Waxing
Nostrils
Eyebrows
Back
Chest

£75

Hybrid lashes £75

£45

You will receive a consultation with your therapist to discuss your desired
shape, style and colour. The result? Perfect brows for 4-6 weeks! If you
take your brow game seriously, this one is for you. **

£65

**All clients will need a patch test 48hrs prior to getting this treatment.

